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More robust than a specific bias

Our algorithms perform 
better on average

We can look at the 
breakdown by bias for 
more information.

Are minimal assumptions enough?

Rohin Shah, Noah Gundotra, Pieter Abbeel, Anca Dragan

We can use inverse reinforcement learning (IRL)!

Reward functions often have unintended consequences

[Russell, 1998], [Ng et al, 2000], [Abbeel and Ng, 2004]

<Too many papers to cite>
But humans are not optimal planners…

Let’s model the human as noisily rational

[Ziebart et al, 2008]

[Christiano, 2015]
Then you are limited to human performance, since 
you don’t know how the human made a mistake

We can model human biases:
- Myopia
- Hyperbolic time discounting
- Sparse noise
- Risk sensitivity

[Evans et al, 2016], [Zheng et al, 2014], 
[Majumdar et al, 2017]s
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[Steinhardt and Evans, 2017]
Your human model will inevitably be misspecified

Hmm, maybe we can learn the 
systematic biases from data? 
Then we could correct for these 
biases during IRL
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[Armstrong and Mindermann, 2017]
That’s impossible without additional assumptions

The IRL debate: how can we 
handle suboptimal demos?

Assuming perfect optimality works 
well when the human is not noisy

Our algorithms approximately match the 
best of optimality and Boltzmann rationality

Boltzmann rationality shines 
when the human is stochastic

But using a learned planner at all leads to a significant loss in 
accuracy – if we use an exact model, we get 98% of the maximum 
possible reward, in contrast to  86-87% with learned models.

Conclusion
Learning systematic biases has the potential to improve reward 
inference, but differentiable planners need to become significantly 
better before this will be feasible.

Experimental Setup

For each algorithm (Optimal/Boltzmann/Alg 1/Alg 2) and bias, we:
1. Generate many environments and policies and run the algorithm
2. Optimize the inferred reward using value iteration to get a policy
3. Measure the policy’s value, as a fraction of the optimal policy’s value

We created five simulated human biases, along with noisy variants:

Baselines: IRL using a learned optimal or Boltzmann human model.
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Learning a policy 
isn’t enough to learn 
systematic biases
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We need to learn 
the planner that 
produces the policy

Algorithm 1: Some known rewards
1. On tasks with known rewards, 

learn the planner
2. Freeze the planner and learn the 

reward on remaining tasks

Algorithm 2: ”Near” optimal
1. Use Algorithm 1 to mimic a 

simulated optimal agent
2. Finetune planner and reward 

jointly on human demonstrations

To learn the 
biased planner, 
minimize over θ

To perform IRL, 
minimize over R

Optimal
Boltzmann
Known rewards
“Near” optimal


